
Leadership and Supervision
Violence Against Women
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Supervisory Efforts
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What is difference between a 
supervisor and a leader?



What are basic supervisor tasks?

● Setting goals for performance and deadlines 

● Building goals that that comply with and support agency’s plans and vision.

● Organizing workflow, task assignment, and resource allocation

● Ensuring employees understand their duties or delegated tasks
● Monitoring employee productivity

● Providing constructive feedback and coaching

● Ensuring accountability and dispensing discipline
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What are basic leadership TRAITS?
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What are basic leadership TASKS?
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Are supervision and leadership compatible?

You can be an effective` supervisor and not 
be a good leader.

            

You cannot be a good leader without 
being an effective supervisor.
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Supervisory Efforts

●Why should supervisors evaluate team member performance?

●What measures indicate your team is effectively responding to 
VAW crimes?



Mentoring & Discipline

Addressing performance problems: 

●Be consistent with response and discipline

●Confront problem behavior immediately

●Explain specifics of the problem

●State your expectations clearly

●Document all details

●Establish appropriate response/discipline



Mentoring & Discipline

●How do you identify and address team members’ responses 
to violence against women crimes that need improvement?

○Positive Reinforcement

○Negative Reinforcement



Discipline
•Written reprimand
•Negative evaluation
•Counseling 
•Transfer
•Suspension
•Prosecution
•Termination

Mentoring
•Performance 
improvement plan

•Informal counseling
•Training 
•Peer Review
•Field training/role 
modeling

Mentoring & Discipline



Mentoring & Discipline

Early Warning Systems
●Proactive and non-disciplinary
●Correct performance problems with identified employees 
●Hold employees accountable
●Reduce employee misconduct
●Strengthen relationship with victims and community



SCENARIO:
Strangulation and Primary Aggressor

●Boyfriend and girlfriend returned home from a night out 
on the town.

●He confesses to her that he has had sex with another 
woman.

●He reports she slapped him, he has a red mark on his 
face

●She he dragged her across the floor and out onto the 
deck - causing caused pain on the base of her spine 
–then kicked, hit her and began to strangle her until his 
cousin pulled him off of her. There are no marks on her.

●A deputy arrives, hears above accounts



SCENARIO: 
Strangulation and Primary Aggressor

●He does not admit to any wrong doing during this incident

●Cousin has already left the scene

●She admits to the deputy that she had slapped him

●Deputy arrests her based on her confession and being initial 
aggressor



Mentoring & Discipline Challenges

In groups of two:
○Review assigned scenario
○Address following:

■Did deputy act appropriately?
■What could/should do differently?
■Identify key supervisory issues and 

strategies to address the situation  



Photos after officer leaves….
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Strangulation and Primary Aggressor

●Her parents took her from the jail to the hospital for 
treatment of her injuries. 

●She was diagnosed with a broken
○Rib
○Hyoid bone

●Detectives dismissed charges and he was charged with 
aggravated assault.



Mentoring & Discipline Challenges

■Did deputy act appropriately?

■What could/should do differently?

■Identify key supervisory issues and 
strategies to address the situation  



What did you find most 
challenging about the scenario?

What areas did you identify to 
strengthen?

Mentoring & Discipline Challenges



Training & Motivation

What efforts can YOU undertake to 
build officer commitment and 
increase motivation to 
strengthen the response to 
violence against women? 



Training & Motivation

What efforts can you undertake to build officer commitment 
and increase motivation to strengthen the response to 
violence against women? 



Training & Motivation

Motivation techniques
●Assist officers see benefits of strengthened response
●Highlight officer safety considerations
●Create incentive program for successful work on VAW cases
●Build VAW information into performance evaluation
●Recognize officer efforts and establish rewards system 
●Implement  frequent training on VAW
●Others?


